Positions Available in KINJO Group

~Main Group Chemistry and Catalysis~

http://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/rkinjo/

PhD research scholarships

A PhD research scholarship (S$ 2000-2500/month) will be available (The applicant who has M.S. degree is also eligible for this scholarship which will fully cover four years during PhD course). The applicant must have interest and motivation to work on our chemistry projects.

NTU offers admission of graduate students twice a year (in August and January), and the next round is August 2019. Because the number of scholarships is limited, if interested, please contact Dr. KINJO [RKinjo@ntu.edu.sg] asap.

Research staff positions (Postdoctoral/Research Associate/Project officer)

Please contact Dr Kinjo with your CV. The applicant must hold a PhD degree in chemistry or related areas by the date of commencement of duty, and will develop main group-based novel bonding & structural molecules, and efficient catalytic systems. The ideal candidate will have a strong scientific background in fundamental and applied main group chemistry and catalysis, or related fields. Priority will be given to candidates who have experience working on these fields and can commence the duty at the beginning of Jan-2019. Salary (S$ 3500-4200/month) depends on the background/experience. The first appointment is 1 year, and renewal will be possible contingent upon the performance and the availability of funds. To apply, please send your full CV (including list of publications, education, academic history, specific skills/experience, and contact information for references, etc.) to Dr. KINJO. Feel free to contact with Dr. KINJO [RKinjo@ntu.edu.sg] for any inquiries.

Aug-2018

Rei KINJO
Division of Chemistry and Biological Chemistry (CBC) [Office: 06-22]
School of Physical and Mathematical Sciences (SPMS), Nanyang Technological University (NTU)
21 Nanyang Link Singapore 637371
Tel: (65)6592-2625 (GMT+8h)
Email: RKinjo@ntu.edu.sg